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Decades of work has shown that learners rapidly extract structure from their environment, later leverag-
ing their knowledge of what is more versus less consistent with prior experience to guide behavior.
However, open questions remain about exactly what is remembered after exposure to structure. Memory
for specific associations—transitions that unfold over time—is considered a prime candidate for guiding
behavior. However, other factors could influence behavior, such as memory for general features like
reliable groupings or within-group positions. We also do not yet know whether memory depends upon
the amount of experience with the input structure, leaving us with an incomplete understanding of how
statistical learning supports behavior. In 4 experiments, we tracked the emergence of memory for item-
item transitions, order-independent groups, and positions by having 400 adults watch a stream of shape
triplets followed by a recognition memory test. We manipulated how closely test sequences corre-
sponded to the input along each dimension of interest, allowing us to isolate the contribution of each
factor. Both item-item transitions and order-independent group information influenced behavior, high-
lighting statistical learning as a mechanism through which we form both specific and generalized repre-
sentations. Moreover, these factors drove behavior after different amounts of experience: With limited
exposure, only group information impacted old-new judgments specific transitions gained importance
later. Our findings suggest statistical learning proceeds by first forming a general representation of struc-
ture, with memory being later refined to include specifics after more experience.
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Our world is full of structure—structure we are well-suited to
learn about via “statistical learning” (Saffran et al., 1996). Extract-
ing regularities from experience is thought to support a broad range
of behaviors, from helping us segment words in continuous speech

to learning which objects reliably co-occur. While past research has
suggested that we might extract regularities by either learning pair-
wise predictive relationships (Aslin et al., 1998) or item groupings
(Perruchet & Vinter, 1998; see also Siegelman et al., 2019), these
two options have largely been pitted against one another. Thus, as a
field, we lack a clear understanding of howmultiple representations
may be formed through statistical learning to simultaneously influ-
ence behavior. What's more, we have very little information about
how differences in the amount of experience with structured input a
learner has change what they remember. The present study seeks to
address these gaps in knowledge.

Our limited understanding about whether learners store multiple
memory codes to guide their behavior after statistical learning is
due in part to the way the mechanism has typically been studied. In
a standard statistical learning paradigm, researchers first expose
participants to structured information—for example, shapes that
appear one at a time in predictable sequences comprising a small
number of items (e.g., two or three simple shapes). Later, partici-
pants are asked to decide which of two sets of items (e.g., this pair
of shapes or that one) are more familiar: one that exactly matches
the most reliable structure from exposure (hereafter, “old”) or one
in which the items have been rearranged to break some aspect of
this structure (“new”).

How might participants arrive at a correct choice? For example,
given perfectly predictable three-shape sequences, or “triplets,”
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participants could know the three shapes either (a) occurred in a
particular, fixed order, or (b) generally occurred close together in
time, with no memory for their particular order. Either sort of
memory signal would favor the old sequence during a forced
choice test and for this reason, correctly making such a judgment
does not reveal much about the underlying representations. Do
participants endorse a given sequence over another because they
recognize the specific ordering of the shapes, recognize that the
shapes generally occurred close together during exposure, or both?
Given the demonstrated role of the hippocampus in statistical

learning (Covington et al., 2018; Finn et al., 2019; Schapiro et al.,
2017; Schlichting et al., 2017), we reasoned that the memory
codes observed in other hippocampus-dependent learning tasks
might also be reflected in the representations of statistical struc-
ture. Drawing inspiration from episodic memory research, we
therefore assessed three possibilities for the statistics extracted
from a structured stream of shape triplets. The first possibility was
memory for transitions, in which later memory reflects an accumu-
lated record of specific shape-to-shape transitions (Eichenbaum,
2014; Howard & Kahana, 2002; Konkel et al., 2008; Treves &
Rolls, 1992). The second was triplet membership, in which com-
monalities across repeated triplet presentations are emphasized at
the expense of specific transitions to yield, at its most extreme,
order-irrelevant memory for groups (Gilboa & Marlatte, 2017;
Schlichting et al., 2015). The third was memory for position, in
which shapes are “tagged” with their ordinal within-triplet position
(Davachi & DuBrow, 2015; Hsieh et al., 2014) such that items
occupying a given position across triplets become interchangeable
in memory. We walk through each possibility in turn.
Our first candidate statistic was the particular item-item transi-

tions embedded in the statistical stream. Learning specific item-
item transitions is how statistical learning has traditionally been
theorized to operate (Aslin & Newport, 2012; Aslin et al., 1998;
Saffran et al., 1996; Saffran et al., 1996). Accordingly, much work
in statistical learning has described it as a system that allows learn-
ers to gain sensitivity to the dips in transitional probability occur-
ring at unit (i.e., group; here, triplet) boundaries (Aslin et al.,
1998; see Thiessen, 2017 for discussion). It is important to note
that such sensitivity could arise from either calculating specific
probabilities, or by storing a record of all pairwise transitions and
comparing new transitions to the accumulated strength of previ-
ously seen pairs (see below). Regardless, this perspective makes
clear predictions about what people should find familiar on later
encounter—namely, those experiences which match the transitions
experienced during learning.
The second possibility was that participants might represent

items as belonging together in a unit, irrespective of their particular
order. This possibility is more aligned with chunk-based theories of
statistical learning (Perruchet, 2019; Perruchet & Pacton, 2006;
Thiessen, 2017), which suggest pairwise associations between indi-
vidual items are learned without learning the predictive relation-
ships between them (Endress & Mehler, 2009; Slone & Johnson,
2018). Learners may start by storing small, two-item chunks—for
example, in an ABC triplet participants would first learn “A goes
with B”—and gradually incorporate new items into those existing
groups to learn the full pattern (i.e., “AB goes with C”; Perruchet &
Vinter, 1998). Although this perspective has not made explicit
claims about whether knowledge about the order of individual
items is maintained (Perruchet, 2019), order is always held constant

in the computational models used to assess chunking. As such, the
underlying assumption is that order is maintained, and thus the
work that has been carried out as a test of this chunking theory can-
not address a key aspect of the current question. Specifically, we are
interested in group knowledge above and beyond specific ordering.

In addition, while representation of unordered group informa-
tion has been observed at the neural level in statistical learning
tasks (Schapiro et al., 2013, 2016), it has been found only in cases
where the input is intentionally devoid of other structure—that is,
when reliable item-item transition information is absent. Thus, it is
unclear whether unordered groupings (a) arise when typical
within-triplet predictable structure is present and (b) can be
detected behaviorally. Importantly, certain models of memory
emphasize the importance of learning reliably co-occurring groups
of items independent of their order. For example, group represen-
tation might emerge from mechanisms like those proposed for
event segmentation (DuBrow & Davachi, 2013; Zacks & Swallow,
2007), or from the similarity of temporal context (Howard &
Kahana, 2002), as items from the same unit occur closer together
in time than do items from different units, across the entirety of
the statistical stream. Neural representations in memory regions
(here, the hippocampus) illustrate that we can extract regularities
like category structure (Bowman & Zeithamova, 2018; Mack et
al., 2016), or predictable groupings (Schapiro et al., 2017)
revealed across many experiences; however, this type of learning
may come with a loss of specific experiential details (Gilboa &
Marlatte, 2017). Thus, if this sort of representation is stored fol-
lowing statistical learning, memory should reflect which items
appeared in reliable groups, regardless of whether the specific
item-item transitions are held intact.

Finally, we asked whether participants store information about
the ordinal position of particular shapes within their triplet. We
investigated this given the centrality of temporal information in
organizing our memories (Baldassano et al., 2017; Eichenbaum,
2014; Kurby & Zacks, 2008). For example, when ordinal position
in a sequence is explicitly trained, eye movements during a later
memory test show evidence for position coding (Pathman &
Ghetti, 2015). There is also neural evidence that in addition to
sequence identity, position within a fixed sequence is represented
in sequence learning tasks (Hsieh et al., 2014; Kikumoto & Mayr,
2018). These findings suggest that position may also influence
how we represent our experiences following statistical learning.

In addition to understanding which of these factors contribute to
memory representations following statistical learning, an open
question is whether memory for each factor might emerge after dif-
ferent amounts of structured experience.While evidence of learning
has been observed after very brief experience (Batterink et al.,
2015), these markers of learning were general in that they reflected
only whether participants expected the next predictable item; for
this reason, these data do not speak to more nuanced aspects of the
representation formed by learners. We reasoned that transition
knowledge might precede group knowledge, either because exclu-
sively item-item transitions are represented in memory from the
earliest demonstration of learning (Aslin et al., 1998), or because
participants have learned two-element chunks, but not yet amalga-
mated those with other items (Giroux & Rey, 2009; Perruchet,
2019). Early sensitivity to item-item pairs is also consistent with
other models of memory which predict rapid formation of memo-
ries for the specifics of experiences over which we can later
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generalize (McClelland et al., 1995). This framework suggests
order-independent group knowledge might come to shape memory
representations only after specific item-item associations. Although
there are no clear theoretical predictions about when position infor-
mation might emerge relative to specific or group-level informa-
tion, we reasoned that significant experience may be needed to first
segment the stream into units before a learner can learn within-unit
positions—thus, position might be particularly late-emerging.
In order to assess the independent contributions of our three

candidates—item-item transitions, order-irrelevant group informa-
tion, and position—on old-new judgments we systematically
manipulated the degree to which probe sequences during a

memory test matched participants’ prior experience along these
dimensions. We first had young adult participants (total N = 300)
passively view a series of shapes that were, unbeknownst to them,
grouped into three-shape units (triplets) that always appeared to-
gether in a fixed order (Figure 1a). To ask how the representations
are influenced by experience, we manipulated the duration of ini-
tial exposure across participants (N = 100 in each of three condi-
tions) to include either six (short exposure condition), 30
(medium), or 90 (long) repetitions of each triplet. Then, all partici-
pants made a series of old-new judgments about test sequences
designed to allow us to quantify the respective impact of each of
the three dimensions as well as amount of exposure on behavior

Figure 1
Task Design

Note. (A) Exposure phase; (B) example test sequences. Three three-shape triplets appeared one at a time in a pseudo-random
order 6 (short exposure), 30 (medium), or 90 (long) times each. Colored backgrounds are meant to highlight triplet structure and
are for display purposes only.Test sequences varied along three dimensions: Total transition score of the test sequence, defined as
the sum of the transitional probabilities (“TP” in figure) of the first and second transitions in the sequence (denoted with arrows
in the figure), number of shapes from the same exposure triplet (triplet membership; colored backgrounds), and number of items
that maintained their within-triplet position relative to exposure (position score; white inset text). The top row depicts an “old”
triplet from exposure. The bottom three rows depict example “new” test sequences which vary in their match with previous expo-
sure. For display, the sequences chosen primarily match along one dimension. Top: high match in triplet membership (position
score = 0, transition score = 1, triplet membership = 3); Middle: high match in position (position score = 3, transition score = 0,
triplet membership = 2); Bottom: low match on all dimensions relative to average score across all test sequences (position score =
0, transition score = 0, triplet membership = 1). See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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(Figure 1b). We then asked whether the likelihood that participants
made an “old” response to each test sequence depended signifi-
cantly on the degree to which it matched with exposure along each
dimension. Our experiments were preregistered by exposure
length, with any deviations from our plans noted throughout the
results. Preregistrations along with all data and stimulus materials
are publicly available (https://osf.io/ynqw6/).

Method

Participants

All participants were recruited and run online using Prolific
(https://prolific.ac). Three hundred native-English speakers
between the ages of 19 and 35 who reported no history of neuro-
logical, psychiatric, or learning disorders were included in the final
sample (Short exposure group:M age = 28.77, SD = 4.70, medium
exposure group: M age = 28.12, SD = 4.68, long exposure group:
M age = 28.5, SD = 4.46). An additional 89 participants were
excluded due to lack of attention during exposure, which was
defined as failure to respond to one or more attention checks
(described below). An additional one hundred participants were
included in our control experiment (described below, M age =
27.71, SD = 4.85; 38 additional excluded based on attention
checks). All procedures were approved by the Research Ethics
Board at the University of Toronto. Previous studies of statistical
learning and memory (Batterink et al., 2015) have reported effect
sizes in the medium to large range; as such, we used an effect size
of d = .60 for determining our target sample size. Our power calcu-
lation showed that 66 subjects was required for 80% power in a
multiple regression with three predictors. However, given our
more subtle manipulation of correlated factors and results of a
pilot study, we anticipated our effects to be slightly smaller. Thus,
we increased the sample size to 100 (in each of three exposure
durations) to ensure enough participants to avoid type I error.

Stimuli

All stimuli were presented to participants on their own computers
using Inquisit 5.11 (2018, https://millisecond.com). Stimuli were
nine shapes, each of a unique bright color. They were presented one
at a time in the center of the screen on a black background in a con-
tinuous stream. Unbeknownst to participants, there was a particular
structure built into the shape stream: Shapes were organized into
three triplets, or groups of three shapes that always appeared in the
same, fixed order. For example, given the three triplets ABC, DEF,
and GHI, shape A would always precede shape B, which would in
turn always precede shape C. Triplet ABC could then be followed
either by the triplet DEF or GHI (Figure 1a). Triplets were matched
in average luminance and RGB values of the shapes and were held
constant across participants, similar to other previous studies of vis-
ual statistical learning (see Kirkham et al., 2002).

Task Design

Exposure

Participants (N = 100 per condition) watched the stream of trip-
lets for a total of 1.65 (short exposure condition, six repetitions/

triplet), 4.95 (medium, 30 repetitions/triplet), or 14.85 (long, 90
repetitions/triplet) minutes. Participants were instructed to “Please
simply watch the images.” Shapes were presented for 1000 ms,
with 100 ms interstimulus interval [ISI]. Triplets could appear in
any order with the caveats that first, no triplet was allowed to im-
mediately follow itself and second, a given triplet was followed by
each of the other two triplets exactly 50% of the time (similar to,
e.g., Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Saffran et al., 1996). The transitional
probability (TP) between shapes therefore varied based on whether
a transition from X to Y was a within-triplet transition (e.g.,
TPwithin = 1.0) or was a between-triplet transition (TPbetween = .5).
Triplets themselves were held constant across all participants,
but the order in which participants saw the triplets varied. There
were three possible orderings per exposure duration.

As this experiment was run remotely, we included multiple
attention check trials (three for short and regular exposure dura-
tions, 18 for the long exposure duration) that allowed us to identify
participants who were not complying with task instructions. In
these attention checks, participants saw the text “Please press ‘F’
as quickly as possible” and had 1.5 seconds to make their keypress
response. The number of attention checks was originally chosen
for the regular exposure duration condition to ensure that we could
monitor participants’ behavior throughout the study and exclude
participants even if they were slow to respond on the first attention
check trial (because they could not find the “F” key, for example.
The same logic was applied in choosing number of attention
checks in the short exposure duration condition. The long expo-
sure condition had a roughly proportional number of attention
checks to the short exposure duration (�1/50 shapes). Participants
who failed more than one third of the total attention checks were
excluded from the final sample and a new participant was run in
their stead. These trials were included purely for the purpose of
participant exclusion and were otherwise unrelated to the task.
Importantly, attention checks could not have been used as a cue
for successful segmentation because they could appear both within
and between triplets.

Control Group Exposure

One could hypothesize that the structure of our test sequences
themselves (described below) could lead to a particular response
profile independent of any previous exposure (i.e., certain sequen-
ces of shapes could feel familiar to a particular participant even
prior to exposure). Thus, we performed a separate control experi-
ment in which 100 new participants (also recruited from Prolific
using the same screening criteria as our 300 experimental subjects;
see “Participants”) watched a very short, scrambled version of the
same shape stream prior to completing the same test as all other
participants. Because there was no structure available to be learned
during this random exposure, any subsequent memory test behav-
ior would have to be driven by the structure of the test phase itself.
These participants watched only six presentations of each shape—
mirroring the duration of exposure experienced by our short expo-
sure group—for two reasons. Although we saw no evidence that
our short exposure duration group was more prone to changes in
their representation over the course of the test (see online
supplemental materials, “Confirming Main Effects Are Present
Throughout Test Phase”), we still reasoned that if any test-phase
representations of transition score, triplet membership, or position
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were formed, they would likely have the greatest impact among
the short exposure group because it was participants in this condi-
tion that had the least experience with those statistics during expo-
sure. Thus, we wanted to ensure the experience of our short
exposure and control groups were equated as much as possible.
Second, our goal was to have as little exposure to any of the
shapes as possible, while still allowing us to use the same test
instructions (“Do you think this set of shapes is part of what you
saw before?”)—instructions that would not be sensible without
some previous exposure phase.

Test Phase

After exposure, participants in all conditions completed a recog-
nition memory test in which they indicated whether they thought a
sequence of three shapes was part of what they had watched dur-
ing exposure (old) or not (new). Three of the sequences were the
reliable triplets (for example, ABC from exposure; hereafter
termed exposure triplets), two were foils which were presented
during the exposure stream but not as reliably as a triplet (for
example, BCD; these sequences are technically old but treated as
new for our purposes; see below), and 17 were new (detailed
below). Because all shapes were seen at exposure, participants’
judgments about test sequences could not be based on familiarity
with the shapes themselves, but rather had to be made based on
the particular sequence of shapes. All test sequences were pre-
sented with each item appearing alone for 1000 ms with a 100 ms
ISI to match presentation timing during exposure. Each test
sequence was repeated three times (for a total of 60 test trials) in a
pseudorandom order such that repetitions were evenly distributed
across thirds of the test. Each participant saw a different order of
test trials.

Test Sequences

The goal of this experiment was to understand which aspects of
the exposure stream are represented in memory after learning. As
such, we generated 20 test sequences that varied in the degree to
which they corresponded with the exposure stream along three
dimensions: (a) the sum of the TP of each forward transition (TP
from the first item to the second, and the second to the third) in a
test sequence (“transition score”); (b) the number of shapes in a
test sequence that had been part of the same exposure triplet (“tri-
plet membership”), and (c) the total number of shapes which main-
tained their position within a test sequence relative to their
exposure triplet (first, second, third; “position”). The specific
sequences were generated so as to orthogonalize the relative con-
tributions of these three dimensions as much as possible. This test
sequence generation process was carried out as follows: individual
shapes were distributed evenly across test sequences such that no
participant was exposed to any individual items more frequently
than others during test. Moreover, for all test sequences that were
not exposure triplets, specific items were evenly distributed across
test sequences. Three counterbalanced orders were then generated
to ensure that across participants, each of the test sequences were
created from each triplet equally often.
To create the specific test sequences for one counterbalancing

group, we first generated a list of all possible orderings of posi-
tions 1, 2, and 3 (of which there are six) at each level of triplet
membership (i.e., 1, 2, or 3 items from the tested triplet; there are

three levels). This yielded a total of 18 combinations (6 orderings
at each of 3 triplet membership levels), one of which is the correct
combination for an exposure triplet (Positions 1–2–3, with 3 items
from the same triplet; Figure 1b). Because we tested each partici-
pant on all three exposure triplets (instead of just one), this
resulted in a total of 20 test sequences per participant. Of these 20,
three were original exposure triplets (meaning they were a
sequence of three shapes which had always appeared together in
the same order during exposure: ABC [Position 1–2–3], DEF
[1–2–3], and GHI [1–2–3]); five were the remaining sequences
which included three shapes from the same exposure triplet, but in
a shuffled order (e.g., BAC [2–1-3] or IGH [3–1–2]); six were
sequences with two shapes from one exposure triplet (e.g., AEC
[1–2–3] or IDE [3–1–2], a subset of these were the part-word foils
mentioned above); and six were sequences with one shape from
each exposure triplet, akin to the “position-matched foils” com-
monly used in visual statistical learning paradigms (e.g., Park et
al., 2018; Schlichting et al., 2017; Turk-Browne et al., 2005; e.g.,
AEI [1–2–3]; these could also be position-matched to a shuffled
sequence: IGB [3–1–2]).

Finally, we calculated the total transition score for each
sequence. For all sequences with a triplet membership score of 1
or 3, transition score was already dictated by the position ordering.
In test sequences with a triplet membership score of 2, any pair of
shapes could have come from the same exposure triplet. Because
of this greater flexibility in the choice of shapes (and thus transi-
tion score) for the test sequences with a triplet membership score
of 2, we split these sequences into two groups with different transi-
tion score values to align our test sequences with prior literature.
Group one included position orderings 3–1–2 and 2–3-1. For
these sequences, the two same-triplet shapes selected created a
sequence equivalent to “part-word foils” used previously in the lit-
erature (FAB or BCD, Saffran et al., 1996), and thus had a transi-
tion score of 1.5. The other four position orderings formed group
two—here, the two same-triplet shapes selected created a test
sequence with a transition score of 0 in order to most closely
match their position ordering counterparts with triplet membership
scores of 1 and 3 (e.g., AEC).

As noted above, some of our critical test sequences (specifically
“part-word foils”) were in fact part of what participants had seen
during exposure, and thus an “old” response is not technically
incorrect for these sequences. That said, our analysis approach
(described below) differs from previous work in that we manipu-
lated each factor parametrically to maximize our ability to isolate
the separate effects of transition score, triplet membership, posi-
tion. Thus, we are focused on understanding how subtle increases
in one dimension relate to old judgments rather than scoring par-
ticular test responses as correct or incorrect. As such, we consider
part-word sequences and other truly new sequences together for
analysis purposes as they were not the reliable groupings that par-
ticipants had seen. We will refer to this set of test sequences (part-
word sequences and all new sequences) as “foils” from here on. In
addition, we have ensured that our effects are not driven by simply
a tendency of participants to make “old” responses to part-word
foils (online supplemental materials, “Do Memory Judgements
Track With Binary ‘Seen’ Status?”).

Additionally, while our experimental design was tailored to
assess forward transitions (the probability that A is followed by
B), we also consider bidirectional associations (given exposure to
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“AB,” whether “BA” is endorsed as old at test) in follow-up analy-
ses in the online supplemental materials (online supplemental
materials, “Bidirectional Item-Item Links Do Not Predict
Responses Better Than Forward Transitions”). Note that the bidir-
ectional associations we interrogate here (as in Park et al., 2018)
are in contrast to the more frequently investigated—and similarly
named, but distinct—concept of backward transitions (the proba-
bility that B was preceded by A; see e.g., Endress et al., 2020;
Tummeltshammer et al., 2017), which our study is not poised to
measure.

Data Analysis

Considering each factor in isolation revealed that transition
score, triplet membership, and position were all positively related
to the tendency to endorse a test sequence as old (mixed effects
models, collapsed across exposure duration, which predicted old
responses as a function of just one factor; old � transition score:
b = .66, SE = .05, z = 14.05, p , .0005; old � triplet membership:
b = .47, SE = .03, z = 17.07, p , .0005; old � position: b = .03,
SE = .006, z = 5.13, p , .0005). However, these simple models
would not have captured the independent contributions of each
factor, as there are some unavoidable dependencies between fac-
tors (e.g., when position is high, transition score must be low).
Thus, we chose our analysis approach to isolate the respective con-
tributions of transition score, triplet membership, and position to
old-new judgments at test, after statistically controlling for the
other factors.
Specifically, we constructed two preregistered generalized

mixed-effects models (logistic regression) using the glmer func-
tion in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015; R Core Team, 2020)
in R Version 3.5.1, to investigate the degree to which each factor
was associated with the probability of making an old response (see
“Modeling Transition Score, Triplet Membership, and Position”).
Because we were also interested in how these factors came to
influence memory after differing exposure durations, we also
included exposure duration as an unordered factor in the model
and ran smaller models on each exposure duration separately (see
“Effects of Exposure Duration”).

Modeling Transition Score, Triplet Membership, and
Position

To address our overarching question of which factor(s) contrib-
ute to memory after controlling for the others, we ran two models
at different levels of complexity to ask which better accounted for
the data: first, a main effects model and second, a model that
included a subset of all possible two-way interaction terms. Both
models included fixed effects for the main effects of transition
score, triplet membership, and position as continuous numeric pre-
dictors, as well as exposure duration as an unordered factor. The
interactions between exposure duration and each factor of interest
were also included. The second model additionally included inter-
actions between triplet membership and position and between tri-
plet membership and transition score (see below). In both models,
random by-participant slopes and intercepts were included for
each of the within-subjects terms (including Transition Score 3
Triplet Membership and Position 3 Triplet Membership interac-
tions). In both models, the inclusion of exposure duration

represents a slight deviation from our preregistered analysis plan,
as exposure duration was identified as a variable of interest after
we had already completed one experiment, and thus each exposure
duration was preregistered independently; otherwise, our model
setup and comparison approach are identical to our preregistration.

The interaction between triplet membership and transition score
was included in the second model in order to account for the possi-
bility that the degree to which transition score informed old-new
decisions would depend on the number of items from an exposure
triplet present in the test sequence (triplet membership). For exam-
ple, transitions between the individual shapes might matter more
for test sequences which had a triplet membership score of 0—for
which transitions are the only cue to the oldness of the sequence—
than it would in the context of a test sequence which had a triplet
membership score of 3. This might occur because in a sequence
with a triplet membership of 0, intact transitions might be espe-
cially likely to underlie any erroneous “old” responses. Similarly,
the interaction between triplet membership and position was
included in the second model to account for the possibility that
position might be more important in test sequences with higher tri-
plet membership. For example, the position of each shape might
be more meaningful in a test sequence with a triplet membership
score of 2 than in one with a score of 0, in which none of the
shapes had occurred in the same triplet during exposure.

We compared the model with only main effects to the model
including interactions using a BIC-based model comparison,
which penalizes an overly complex model. Model comparison
suggested the interaction model better accounted for the data
(BICMain Effects Model = 6644.3, BICInteraction Model = 6627.7, v2[4] =
24.55, p , .001), so we focus here on the results of this better-fitting
model. However, the directionality and overall significance of all
three main effects was similar between the two models. Results are
reported using the Anova function from the Car package (Fox &
Weisberg, 2019; reference level = medium exposure duration).

These models were run excluding truly old, exposure triplet
sequences because we were interested in how subtle parametric
increases along each of our dimensions of interest impacted the
likelihood endorsing an item as “old,” rather than broad categori-
cal differences in responses between the exposure triplets and foil
test sequences described above. Moreover, because exposure trip-
lets represent the highest possible value on each of our metrics,
responses to these sequences do not help adjudicate between
which signal is driving old-new memory decisions. Our choice to
exclude exposure triplets from the analyses means that any linear
relationships observed cannot be disproportionately driven by
responses to these truly old sequences, nor by major differences in
how participants respond to truly old sequences as compared to
foils. This differs from the preregistered analysis plan, but results
were similar when we also included old sequences in the analyses
as we had preregistered (reported in online supplemental
materials, “Results do not change when exposure triplets are
included in analysis“).

Effects Within Each Exposure Duration

To address our second question of whether representation of
each of these factors emerges simultaneously, we additionally ran
our model on the data from each exposure duration separately, fol-
lowing our preregistered analysis plan for each exposure duration.
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These results are reported alongside the direct comparisons
between exposure durations, which was not part of our
preregistration.

Reporting Effect Sizes

For all beta values in this study, results were reported with
Odds Ratios (1:x) as a measure of effect size appropriate for logis-
tic regressions. Here, odds ratios imply that for every one-unit
increase in the independent variable of interest (the left side of the
ratio), there is an x-fold increase in the probability of a test
sequence being endorsed as old.

Results

We first confirmed that participants were able to learn the statis-
tical structure by verifying that across all exposure durations, ex-
posure triplets were endorsed as old more frequently than all other
sequences during the memory test (mean proportion old for expo-
sure triplets: Mold = .66, mean proportion old for all other test
sequences: Mnew= .43, t[299] = 12.28, p , .001, d = 1.07). Mem-
ory performance was also reliably above chance at each of the
three different exposure durations separately (short: Mold = .62,
Mnew = .47, t(99) = 6.53, p , .001, d = .85; medium: Mold = .68,
Mnew = .41, t(99) = 8.33, p , .001, d = 1.25; long: Mold =
.67, Mnew = .44, t(99) = 6.59, p , .001, d = 1.09). Given this

confirmation that participants had learned the exposure triplets, we
next asked how our factors of interest—transition score, triplet
membership, and position—might explain variability in behavioral
responses among the foil sequences. In particular, the subsequent
analyses asked whether a match along any of these dimensions
might be associated with an elevated tendency to endorse a foil
sequence as “old.”

Both Specific Transitions and General Groupings
Contribute to Memory Judgments

One of our central questions was whether transition score, tri-
plet membership, and position would impact participants’ judg-
ments of whether a foil test sequence was old, irrespective of
exposure duration. Results showed that across all exposure dura-
tions, position had no effect on the likelihood of a test sequence
being endorsed as old (v21 = .95, p = .33, Figure 2a). In other
words, maintaining specific items in their position from exposure
had no measurable effect on memory judgments when controlling
for the other two factors. However, both transition score and tri-
plet membership did have reliable positive effects on participants’
old-new judgments (transition score: v2

1 = 23.20, p , .001, Fig-
ure 2b; triplet membership: v21 = 20.66, p , .001, Figure 2c):
Participants were more likely to make old responses as a function
of the number of both 1) transitions held intact and 2) shapes that

Figure 2
Transition and Triplet Membership Scores Track Old-New Judgments Across All Exposure Durations

Note. Memory judgments as a function of (a) position (purple), (b) transitions (blue), and (c) triplet membership (yellow) across all ex-
posure durations. There were reliable effects of transition score and triplet membership on memory, but position did not impact memory.
For all panels, example test sequences at minimum and maximum values of each dimension are provided on top of the graphs to show
the range of possible test sequences on each dimension (excluding truly old sequences). Y-axis represents residualized proportion old
responses after regression on the other two factors. Gray violins represent distribution of participant responses at each level of the predictor
dimensions; dots show mean values along with 95% confidence intervals. Lines are derived from mixed models which predict the resi-
dualized old-new scores for each factor after controlling for every other factor and those interactions that included the predictor of interest.
Shaded area around lines also represents 95% confidence intervals. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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occurred in a triplet together at exposure. These results are in line
with the idea that we form both specific and general representa-
tions of the statistical structures we experience, even after explic-
itly controlling for the alternate type of representation.
As mentioned, we also assessed whether transition score or

position impacted old-new decisions more when test sequences
contained more items from the same group across all exposure
durations. The interaction between triplet membership and posi-
tion was not significant (v2

1 = 1.44, p = .23), indicating that the
effect of position did not depend on the number of items in a test
sequence that maintained their position relative to exposure. There
was, however, a significant interaction between transition score
and triplet membership (v2

1 = 5.32, p = .02), such that there was a
larger effect of triplet membership when transition score was low,
and conversely, a larger effect of transition score when triplet
membership was low (see Figure 3). The finding that triplet mem-
bership is more influential when relatively fewer transitions are
held intact (and vice versa) might suggest that when there is mini-
mal signal from either source, participants rely more heavily on a
combined signal of both transition score and triplet membership.
Overall, these results suggest that while position may not impact

old-new judgments transition score and triplet membership each
make reliable contributions to memory behavior on a trial-by-trial
basis within participant. This adds to our understanding of what
we learn from structured experience by suggesting that both spe-
cific item-item relationships and order-irrelevant group informa-
tion come to be represented in memory following statistical
learning. Moreover, this order-irrelevant group information may
be particularly useful for guiding memory decisions when specific
item-item relationships are not available.

When in Learning Do These Representations Emerge?

Understanding the order in which these representations emerge
—or whether they might be formed in parallel—was also of cen-
tral interest. Statistical learning tasks can be ended at any moment
with limited impact to the structure of the experiment overall and
no change to the number of test trials. This makes it a particularly
elegant test case for understanding how the nature of learning
depends on the amount of exposure. In fact, the number of times
participants are exposed to each unit has varied widely in past
research, from around 24 in many visual statistical learning studies
(e.g., Park et al., 2018) to as many as 2,240 in the auditory modal-
ity (Finn & Hudson Kam, 2008). Successful statistical learning
has been demonstrated after as few as three exposures to each unit
(Batterink, 2017), but no work has been done to understand how
exposure duration changes the representations formed during
learning in adults (although see Slone & Johnson, 2018 for similar
questions addressed in infants). Thus, by systematically stopping
exposure after only a limited number of repetitions of each triplet
(here, six), we can shed light on whether knowledge of individual
pairwise relationships precedes triplet membership knowledge, as
may be predicted by early learning of two-item chunks or early
knowledge of item-item transitions. We also included a long expo-
sure condition to test the idea that extensive experience (operation-
alized here as 90 presentations of each triplet; though note that this
is within the range of exposure durations frequently reported in
other research) may be needed to represent position in particular,
which inherently requires participants to have learned which items
form a unit (e.g., by showing memory for triplet membership)
before they can assign particular positions to items within those
units.

To investigate these possibilities, we now report interactions
between exposure duration and any of our factors of interest (from
the same model described above). We also report the effects of
transition score, triplet membership, and position on the data from
each exposure duration separately.

Main Effects of Exposure Duration

There was a main effect of exposure duration on the overall likeli-
hood of making an old response to new items (v2

1 = 7.64, p = .02):
Participants in the short exposure condition were more likely say
“old” than those in the other two conditions (short vs. medium expo-
sure: b = .43, SE = .16, z = 2.68, p = .007, Odds Ratio = 1:1.53;
short vs. long exposure: b = �.30, SE = .16, z = �1.91, p = .06,
Odds Ratio = 1:.74; medium vs. long exposure: b = .13, SE = .16,
z = .78, p = .44, Odds Ratio = 1:1.1), suggesting that less exposure
leads to more memory errors to foil test sequences overall.

Specific Transition Knowledge Emerges With Experience
and Is Maintained

Both transition-based and chunking accounts of statistical learn-
ing might predict that memory for the one-to-one relationships
between items emerge early in learning, either because participants
have learned some transitional information or because they have
learned about smaller two-item chunks within the triplet. Contrary
to this idea that item-item transitions guide memory from early in
learning, we found that the influence of transition score on mem-
ory varied across exposure duration (transition score 3 exposure

Figure 3
Transition Score and Triplet Membership Interact to Predict Old
Responses

Note. Predicted probability of responding old to a particular test sequence
(Y-axis) as a function of transition score (X-axis) and total triplet member-
ship (abbreviated as TM; line style) across all exposure durations. There
was a larger effect of triplet membership when transition score was low,
and vice versa. Shaded bands around the lines represent 95% confidence
intervals. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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duration interaction, v2
2 = 9.78, p = .007; Figure 4). In particular,

the effect of transition score was significantly smaller at the short
exposure duration as compared with both medium (b = �.34,
SE = .12, z = �2.76, p = .006, Odds Ratio = 1:.71) and long (b =
.32, SE = .12, z = 2.59, p = .01, Odds Ratio = 1:1.38); medium and
long exposure duration were not reliably different from one
another (b = �.02, SE = .13, z = �.19, p = .85, Odds Ratio =
1:.98). Investigating each exposure duration separately, there was
no effect of transition score on old-new judgments after short ex-
posure (b = .32, SE = .18, z = 1.79, p = .07, Odds Ratio = 1:1.38);
however, transition score did significantly predict old-new judg-
ments after both medium and long exposure (medium: b = .70,
SE = .20, z = 3.58, p , .001, Odds Ratio = 1:2.02; long: b = .60,
SE = .21, z = 2.90, p = .004, Odds Ratio = 1:1.82).
Collectively, these results suggest that once knowledge of item-

item transitions emerges sometime after our shortest exposure du-
ration, transition score remains important for guiding memory
judgments after both medium and long exposure. Interestingly,
this means that while participants demonstrate learning after mini-
mal exposure (as reported earlier, Mold = .62, Mnew = .47, p ,
.001, & in line with previous research Batterink, 2017), this behav-
ior after early learning may not track with the total transition score
in a test sequence.

Early Emergence of Group Knowledge

Given that participants are able to perform above chance and
yet transitions are not driving old-new judgments after short expo-
sure—what is? One possibility is that a fuzzy representation of
simple co-occurrences might be formed early on and support a

general sense of oldness, as has been suggested for other memory
tasks (Ahmad et al., 2017; Wilburn & Feeney, 2008). Supporting
this, there was no significant interaction between triplet member-
ship and exposure duration (v2

2 = .20, p = .90, Figure 4); rather,
triplet membership was a significant predictor of old-new judg-
ments at every exposure duration (short: b = .43, SE = .12, z =
3.58, p , .001, Odds Ratio = 1:1.54; medium: b = .33, SE = .13,
z = 2.51, p = .01, Odds Ratio = 1:1.39; long: b = .31, SE = .12, z =
2.52, p = .01, Odds Ratio = 1:1.36).

These results suggest that even from six presentations of each
triplet, triplet membership already informs old-new decisions. In
contrast to memory for transitions—which increases initially and
is then maintained—memory for triplet membership seems to be
present from even the earliest point in learning and remains stable
over exposure. Notably, because memory for triplet membership
emerges before transition knowledge, these results also imply that
representing triplets as a cohesive unit does not require memory
for the underlying item-item transitions.

To better understand whether these early representations arise
from a general sense of oldness that is independent of ordered
item-item transition knowledge, we ran an additional exploratory
mixed effects model (full model is detailed in the online
supplemental materials, “Model Specification for Shuffled vs. Tri-
plet Sequences Model”) including only exposure triplets (e.g.,
ABC, which were removed for the main mixed model analyses)
and shuffled test sequences (e.g., BCA). If there is an initial step in
which order is fully irrelevant, these two test types should be
treated as equally old initially and come to be treated as increas-
ingly different with extended exposure. This model revealed that
there was a main effect of test type such that exposure triplets
were treated as older than shuffled sequences (v2

1 = 48.75, p ,
.001), suggesting that early representations may still include some
information about the relative order and/or position information
for within-group items. There was, however, also an interaction
between test type and exposure duration (test type 3 exposure du-
ration, v22 = 6.11, p = .046), such that these two test types were
treated more differently after medium than short exposure (all
other pairwise exposure duration comparisons were nonsignificant,
all p’s . .12). This interaction between exposure duration and test
type provides some additional support for the idea that early repre-
sentations are more independent of ordered item-item transition
knowledge than memory representations following extended expo-
sure. We expand upon this further in the Discussion.

No Effect of Position at Any Exposure Duration

While there was no main effect of position, it is possible that
position would only begin to impact old-new judgments after par-
ticipants had learned the triplet membership structure. However,
there was no interaction between position and exposure duration
(v2

2 = .68, p = .72, Figure 4). Moreover, position was not a signifi-
cant predictor of old-new judgments at any exposure duration
(short: b = �.02, SE = .07, z = �.33, p = .75, Odds Ratio = 1:.98;
medium: b = �.11, SE = .09, z = 2.51, p = .01, Odds Ratio =
1:.90; long: b , .001, SE = .07, z = .006, p = .99, Odds Ratio =
1:1.00), meaning that even after 90 presentations of each triplet,
we found no evidence that position score was being used for old-
new decisions.

Figure 4
Exposure Duration Impacts Memory

Note. Beta estimates (slopes from mixed effects models, as shown in Figure
2) of position (purple), transitions (blue), and triplet membership (yellow) for
each exposure duration. Our transitions metric was the only factor to show a
significant interaction with exposure duration, such that it was reliably different
from chance only in the medium and long exposure duration conditions.
Triplet membership was significant at all exposure durations, in contrast to
position which was not significant at any exposure duration. Beta estimates
(dots) and 95% confidence intervals (error bars) were derived from models run
on each exposure duration separately. All asterisks represent p-values less than
.05. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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No Evidence of Learning During Test After Structured
Exposure

It is possible that test-phase experience after structured exposure
might change the statistics learners use to make old-new judg-
ments after statistical learning. As such, we interrogated these data
for possible changes in response patterns as participants gained
more test-phase experience, in order to examine whether partici-
pants were learning any structure that may have been present dur-
ing test. Although test sequences were presented in a different
random order for each participant, each third of the test phase con-
tained one presentation of each test sequence. This means we
could model the effects of transition score, triplet membership,
and position equally well in each test-third. Thus, we added test-
third as a predictor to our model described above (online
supplemental materials, “Confirming Main Effects Are Present
Throughout Test Phase”), along with the interaction terms between
test-third and each factor of interest to ask whether there are differ-
ences in the relationship between transition score, triplet member-
ship, or position as a function of test experience.
Collapsed across all exposure durations, there was no significant

interaction between test-third and any factor of interest (all v2 val-
ues , 2.1, all p’s . .15), indicating that the relationships between
each of our factors and memory decisions did not significantly
change as participants gained more experience with the test
sequences. Moreover, main effects (collapsed across exposure
lengths) were similar to the original analysis across the entire test,
such that there were reliable effects of transition score (v2

1 = 4.40,
p = .04) and triplet membership (v2

1 = 6.54, p = .01), but not posi-
tion (v21 = 2.06, p = .15), when controlling for effects of test-third.
Additional analyses examining the interaction of each effect of in-
terest and test-third in each exposure duration separately, as well

as after each test-third separately (both analyses found in online
supplemental materials, “Confirming Main Effects Are Present
Throughout Test Phase”) also indicate that our results were present
from the beginning of the test phase. As such, test phase experi-
ence does not appear to impact the reported patterns of data.

Test Experience Is Not Sufficient for Representations to
Emerge

While our analyses of test-third suggest that participants’
responses are not changing over the course of test, we wanted to
ensure that the memory representations participants used to
guide their responses were truly formed during exposure to struc-
tured information, and not during the test phase. Thus, we ran an
additional control experiment (as noted in the Methods), in
which participants watched a very short, scrambled version of
the same shape stream prior to completing the same test as all
other participants. Because there was no structure available to be
learned during this random exposure, any subsequent memory
test behavior would have to be driven by the structure of the test
phase itself.

Results of this control experiment revealed that unlike any of
our structured exposure groups, the random exposure group did
not differ in how likely they were to call foil and exposure triplet
sequences old (Mold = .48, Mnew = .51, t[99] = �1.62, p = .11, d =
.16). Importantly, there were no effects of transition score, triplet
membership, or position after random exposure (all b , abs[.19],
all p’s . .10, Figure 5). This underscores that in the main experi-
ment, even after the shortest exposure duration, the responses we
observed were a function of the learning phase itself, rather than
based on memory representations formed solely during test.

Figure 5
Structured Exposure is Required for Effects to Emerge

Note. No effect of position, transitions, or triplet membership in the absence of structured experience. Results of control experiment
revealed no reliable effects of position (a), transitions (b), or triplet membership (c) following a randomly ordered six presentations of
each shape. Data are presented as in Figure 2. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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Discussion

We show that memory judgments after statistical learning
reflect both item-item transition information and order-irrelevant
groupings, but not position. To our knowledge, this is the first be-
havioral demonstration that order-irrelevant group information
influences memory beyond item-item transitions. Additionally, we
show that group knowledge comes to shape memory judgments
quite early in learning—sometime between one and six exposures
to each item—while parametric increases in the consistency of
item-item transitions (relative to exposure) take between six and
30 exposures to shape memory. Even after 90 exposures to each
item, position did not impact memory judgments.
In line with previous research suggesting the importance of tem-

poral item-item links for statistical learning (Aslin et al., 1998),
we found that test sequences with high forward transition scores
were more likely to be endorsed as old. While we operationalized
transition scores as the sum of forward TPs, similar analyses using
bidirectional associations can also be found in the online
supplemental materials (“Bidirectional Item-Item Links Do Not
Predict Responses Better Than Forward Transitions”). This finding
converges with the notion of temporal associations as one of mem-
ory’s core functions (Norman & O’Reilly, 2003); indeed, brain
regions implicated in memory—thought to link elements of expe-
rience as well as predict upcoming events—are critical for normal
statistical learning (Schapiro et al., 2016). We show old-new mem-
ory decisions reflect these links, building on the past statistical
learning literature which has largely measured relative oldness
using forced choice tests (cf. Bays et al., 2016; Isbilen et al., 2017;
Park et al., 2018; Turk-Browne et al., 2005). This departure from
standard testing means we are now able to show that people are
sensitive to even small variations in the extent to which test
sequences match their prior experience.
Old-new decisions also tracked with the number of items from

the same group when controlling for other factors, highlighting
another core memory function at play during statistical learning:
grouping items into meaningful units across our experiences. We
conclude that even when item-item transitions are a useful cue for
learning, representations formed as a result of statistical learning
go beyond a set of item-item links to include order-irrelevant
group information. This result converges with much episodic
memory research. In particular, memory processes are important
for segmenting experience into discrete events (DuBrow & Dava-
chi, 2013) and linking reliably co-occurring elements (Schapiro et
al., 2012)—even if such co-occurrences are indirect (Luo & Zhao,
2018; Schlichting et al., 2015). Moreover, once we have linked
these co-occurring elements, our associative memory for items
within one event is stronger than memory for items that span event
boundaries (Ezzyat & Davachi, 2011), in the same way items in
one group were more strongly linked with each other in our data.
We propose a similar mechanism is at play in statistical learning
(Schlichting et al., 2017), yielding a general triplet representation
that emphasizes general group membership to influence behavior.
Our finding that group membership is stored in memory is also

in line with other sequence learning work suggesting that transi-
tions, group membership, or position can be represented in mem-
ory if it is the only type of structure available to learn. For
example, when the strength of item-item transitions are uninforma-
tive, learners represent group information (Schapiro et al., 2013,

2016); moreover, even subtle differences in the order in which this
information is presented can bias the representations formed (Kar-
uza et al., 2017; a similar phenomenon has also been observed for
position [Kikumoto & Mayr, 2018]). These results are all consist-
ent with the notion that representations flexibly adapt to reflect the
type of information available. Here, we illustrate that in situations
where multiple statistics could guide memory, learners use multi-
ple types of representations to make their memory decisions.

The weight carried by each signal may moreover adapt accord-
ing to the strength of the other signals present. Specifically,
we saw an interaction between triplet membership and transition
score (see Figure 3), with triplet membership having greater influ-
ence on memory decisions when transition score was low and vice
versa. There are at least two possible interpretations of that find-
ing, both of which somewhat align with our results: (a) Triplet
membership may be a secondary signal to specific item-item asso-
ciations, perhaps reflected in the relatively greater effect for transi-
tion score than triplet membership; or (b) specific item-item
associations may be a secondary signal to triplet membership, con-
sistent with the earlier emergence of sensitivity to triplet member-
ship as compared with transition score. Whether this interaction
has a particular directionality—or rather, whether both types of
signals can compensate when the other is low—remains an open
question for future investigation.

Our findings also add to an ongoing discussion of the extent to
which statistical learning proceeds via learning transitions between
individual items or “chunks” of information, which are then aggre-
gated to learn about the larger units (Endress & Mehler, 2009;
Giroux & Rey, 2009; Perruchet & Vinter, 1998). Our data provide
support for the idea that item-item transitions are stored in mem-
ory. In our study, learners could either have computed the exact
transitional probability between two shapes to make these judg-
ments, or they could have stored a record of all experienced pair-
wise transitions1 against which they could query a new pairwise
transition at test, a possibility which is discussed further in the
online supplemental materials, “Do Memory Judgements Track
With Binary ‘Seen’ Status?”). Regardless, we find that there is
also distortion of the input in memory such that items that co-
occur (i.e., those in the same triplet) become more interchangeable
than items that do not (those from different triplets)—reflected
here in our measure of triplet membership. Importantly, this result
was robust to changes in our specific analytic approach throughout
our control analyses (online supplemental materials, “Do Memory
Judgements Track With Binary ‘Seen’ Status?”). Our results are
therefore consistent with a chunking model (Giroux & Rey, 2009),
but further suggest that rather than learning specific, ordered
groups of items, learners represent order-irrelevant, higher-level
information, and they do so from very early in learning.

Our results mirror recent findings showing that participants
endorse shuffled pairs of items (i.e., “BA” after consistently seeing

1While divergent from computational models of statistical learning (c.f.
iMinerva by Thiessen & Pavlik, 2013), such a perspective would be in line
with the many exemplar models of memory and category learning (Annis &
Palmeri, 2019; Hintzman, 1984; Kruschke, 1992; Love et al., 2004;
Nosofsky, 1987; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997; Zaki et al., 2003) that posit
storage of all experiences, optionally in combination with some central
tendency, and which have been interrogated using neuroimaging methods in
recent years (Bowman et al., 2020; Bowman & Zeithamova, 2018; Davis et
al., 2012a, 2012b, 2017; Mack et al., 2013, 2016, 2020; O’Bryan et al., 2018).
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“AB,” as we assessed in our bidirectional association analysis) as
older than position-matched foils (Park et al., 2018); here, we
extend that work by showing that maintaining more items from
one group increases the likelihood of an old response—independ-
ent of order, the number of intervening items, or the comparison
test item. Broadly, our conclusion that multiple signals are stored
in memory following statistical learning also nicely complements
recent modeling work about the computations that are used during
the learning process itself, which suggests different computational
strategies may be used by different people (see Siegelman et al.,
2019 for further discussion).
We saw no evidence that position influences behavior after con-

trolling for other factors. While this finding might seem at odds
with prior work showing position coding in memory for sequences
(Hsieh et al., 2014; Kalm & Norris, 2017), one possible reason for
these apparent differences is that here, we controlled for factors
that have frequently been correlated with position in past research.
Moreover, one important nuance of our task is that position is ini-
tially ambiguous and becomes evident only after stream segmenta-
tion—not always the case in prior work in which sequence
boundaries are provided. In other words, triplets must first be
detected before within-triplet position becomes relevant. While the
long exposure condition (90 presentations of each triplet) was
included to allow time for position representation to emerge after
triplet groupings, it is possible that even our long exposure was
simply not long enough for this to occur. Future work might pro-
vide participants with extended experience—perhaps across multi-
ple days—to assess whether position codes eventually emerge.
Interestingly, position has often been held constant (relative to

exposure) in the test foils used in previous statistical learning
work, particularly in the visual statistical learning literature. In
many studies, the test of learning involves participants adjudicat-
ing between a correct set of three shapes (e.g.,“ABC”) and a series
of shapes which match previous exposure only in their position in-
formation (e.g.,“AEI”; Turk-Browne et al., 2005; Zhao & Luo,
2017). Crucially this means that many studies have likely maxi-
mized the chance of seeing any learning effect, because people are
less sensitive to position. Interestingly, auditory statistical learning
work frequently uses test sequences which maintain some item-
item transitions and some triplet membership information
(e.g.,“BCD” when participants learned “ABC” and “DEF”; Batter-
ink et al., 2019; Saffran et al., 1996; Toro et al., 2005). Our data
suggest these sorts of foils will be more difficult to discriminate
from exposure triplets than the position-matched foils described
above. Perhaps unsurprisingly, auditory statistical learning per-
formance is often worse than visual statistical learning perform-
ance (see Arnon, 2020); our findings suggest this difference may
be due at least in part to differences in the structure of the test
sequences used, not just modality.
Our exposure duration results also illustrate that these different

representations are not all formed on the same timescale. Order-
irrelevant group information is present after very limited exposure,
while transition information does not shape memory judgments
until participants have had more exposure (see also Tompary et
al., 2020 for complementary work on rapid schema acquisition). It
is important to note that after short exposure, shuffled sequences
were still treated as relatively newer than exposure triplets, and
thus early group knowledge may still maintain some order infor-
mation (either in the form of position coding or ordered transition

information, which are both held constant relative to exposure) for
items in the same group. Giving participants even less experience
with the structure is an important avenue for future work and may
reveal truly order-independent early group knowledge. That said,
in tandem with our main results showing item-item information
guides old-new judgments after early exposure across all test
sequences in a continuous fashion, the finding that exposure trip-
lets are treated as older than shuffled foils means that memory
behavior (after short exposure) may indeed reflect order informa-
tion—but importantly, only for test sequences with three shapes
from the same triplet. This might suggest that early group mem-
bership knowledge could rapidly support the learning of within-tri-
plet transitions (which would explain why participants
discriminate between shuffled foils and triplets), while between-
triplet transition knowledge takes longer to emerge. Regardless,
future work could attempt to fully understand whether item-item
and group membership representations are indeed independent, or
rather emerge hierarchically such that triplet membership repre-
sentations are a prerequisite to form specific item-item links. Once
present, both of these representations are maintained even with
more exposure, such that specific item-to-item transitions are
added to triplet membership representations as an additional cue
for memory with extended exposure.

Our results did not show any difference between the medium
and long exposure duration groups, in any of the three representa-
tions measured here. It is worth noting that there are (at least) two
possible ways additional exposure could change participants’
learning. First, overall performance could differ between each
group, as measured by false alarm rate to foil sequences, slower
reaction times, or additional failed attention checks. Second, mem-
ory for each factor of interest could be relevant after a different
amount of experience. As for the first possibility, we saw no evi-
dence of overall performance differences between our medium
and long exposure group (see first paragraph of “Results,” and
online supplemental materials, “Assessing Differences Across Ex-
posure Duration Groups in Overall Performance”). The limited
differences we observe are line with past research suggesting that
increased exposure does not necessarily result in better overall
learning (Bulgarelli & Weiss, 2016; Finn & Hudson Kam, 2008;
Gebhart et al., 2009; Slone & Johnson, 2018). With regards to the
second possibility, we included the long exposure group specifi-
cally to offer the opportunity for position to emerge after groups
and transitions are more established. However, it was also possible
that triplet membership or transition score would have been more
strongly represented following extended exposure relative to me-
dium exposure. Neither of these possibilities were borne out in our
results, but it is of course possible that even more extended expo-
sure would be needed to reveal such differences.

An open question is whether the nature of group representation
specifically is the same after limited versus extended exposure.
For example, early group knowledge may reflect poor fidelity
memory of our early experiences (Ahmad et al., 2017; Batterink &
Paller, 2017; Gomez, 2016; Wilburn & Feeney, 2008), which is
less related to someone’s specific transition knowledge than the
group knowledge that occurs after a greater amount of experience.
This interpretation is supported by our finding that after short ex-
posure, shuffled sequences and truly old sequences are treated rel-
atively more similarly than they are after medium exposure. Later
in learning, however, triplet membership representations may arise
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from emphasizing commonalities across experiences at the
expense of specific transitions (McClelland et al., 1995).
Despite unequivocal evidence that learners are sensitive to sta-

tistics in their world, until now we lacked a clear understanding of
how variation in the amount of experience with these statistics
eventually shapes their behavior. Here, we demonstrate that when
both item-item links and group information are available to sup-
port learning, learners use both to guide their behavior, starting
with group information. These results provide novel insights into
past statistical learning studies and an explicit link to the memory
literature, putting us in a position to move forward with studying
how our varied experiences shape how we come to represent the
world.
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